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Abstract 
Tales are among the literary genres (fiction) and nowadays are called short short story but with some slight 
differences. The term tale, as used in literary dictionaries, refers to the biographies, saints and the realities of the 
society from the language of animals (fable).    During the present paper, the term tale refers to a small literary work 
which deals with the life story of poets, their poems, and the evolutionary process of their thoughts and ideas written 
by the biographers and historians in the form of poets’ biographies and historical and literary books.    Roodaki is 
among the poets that a lot of tales have been written about his poetry and personal characteristics. The present paper 
investigates three tales regarding his known poem : Booye Joye Moolian  . 
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1. Introduction 
Among the various literary genres , tale is one of the most visible manifestations in almost all countries through 
the world but in different forms and themes .Looking through various technical books we come to the following 
definitions for the term tale: 
   tales are referred to some creative works of art told in the tongue of animals or are narrated in the form of 
syllabic poems for entertainment or in the form of prose or verse published in literary works ( S, Dad , A dictionary 
of Literary Terms ,1992 , p.32) .   It is a story based on imagination with no reality (Farhang Bozorge Sokhan , 
Anvari , 2002 , vol.1) .  
    In the literature of the west , tale has different meanings : 
 A story with a real character  which is little by little decorated with some embellishments 
 A combination of the life story of epic and historical characters. 
 The story of the deeds of the saints ( S,Dad , A dictionary of Literary Terms ,1992 , pp.31-32) 
                However, the above definitions are not so much compatible with the tales recorded in historical, 
literary, and biographical sources about the poets.  
   The present research paper tries to depict  the structure and theme of the tales related to the poets and their 
characteristics but with some novel definitions of the tales of the poets as follows: 
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   While the tales of the poets have some similarities to modern short short stories in length , structure , and 
theme , but they are sometimes real and imaginary stories illustrating the experience , mental developments and the  
artistic capabilities of the poets . tales are actually written by biographers , historians , and literary men in the form 
of prose and verse along with some elements of fiction .  
   In Persian Literature we can see many tales in literary and historical works , and biographies most of which 
deal with the poets and fewer about the literary men , clergies and the kings and so on . 
 
The structural similarities and differences between the three tales with that of the short short stories:   
   Short  short story which is defined as a short dramatic , and impressive work enjoying the elements of the 
short story like characterization , plot , stage  and dialogues has the following characteristics : 
 Having a systematic clear plot 
 Having a central character with a single event  
 Having a single impressive impact 
 Starting with an event , dialogue or a description 
 
   Therefore , the following similarities can be stated for the above said poem by Roodaki : 
 The above mentioned  tales are like short short stories and can be read in a setting 
 They are attractive and eloquent 
 They have the elements of characterization , dialogue , and setting  
 The main character of the tales is Roodaki himself  
 The main event of the tales is the writing of the poem by him and the movement of the king toward   
Bukahara 
 They create a major impression ( the encouragement of the king to travel to the city of Bokhara  
  All three tales start with the description of the city of Hirat  
 Just like literary pieces and witticisms they enjoy a magnificent and literary tone. 
 
1 . 1 The differences between the above said tales and short short stories  
 
1. The impressive and dramatic characteristic of short short stories is not so strong and intense in these tales . 
2. The tales related to Roodaki are along with poems. But short short stories are in prose. 
3. The discovery of opportunities and using didactic and educational points are not seen in these tales. 
4. The language of these tales is different from the language of present generation so that the contemporary 
readers can not understand them easily. 
 
1 . 2 The goals behind using the tales of the poets in literary works of the Persian Literature 
The tale writer uses the tale in order to verify the ideas and insights of himself. In the above said tales , the 
writers believe that the delicate Persian poetry , beautiful voice of Roodaki , and music all have impressive impacts  
on Sultan ( the king ) in particular and all readers in general : 
“When Roodaki came to this couplet, the king became so motivated that he came down the throne and departed 
to Bokhara forgetting to wear his shoes.” ( The first tale ) 
“ they say … the impact of the melody and the voice of this poem on the king encouraged him(the king) to … “ 
( The third tale ) .  
    All the writers of these tales  believe that the presence of the poets in the courts was necessary; as a matter of 
fact such tales were created to prove the existence of this necessity and to introduce as vital the role of the poets and 
their artistic personality as well as the magic influence of their poems on the spirit of the kings and their decision 
makings.  
 
 To show the greatness of the status, fame, and the prestige of the poets in the society particularly before the 
elite and in the courts. 
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 To introduce the great poets to the generations to come and recording the eternal poems of these poets in 
history. Without those tales it was impossible to have major parts of Roodaki’s poetry today and he was not so 
famous all over the world. 
 Another goal behind mentioning these tales by the tale writers was to make their names permanent in 
history. In fact the writers of literary, historical, and biographical works became famous by the great name of 
Roodaki and their works became a masterpiece in the national history of their country. 
 
  1 . 3  The important points regarding the three tales related to Roodaki 
 
1. The description and explanation of personal characteristics of Sultan (the king) and the people in the court 
and Roodaki himself is regarded as a way to create characters in today's fictions.  Expressing the mood the morality 
of the king and the men of the court as characterization, the writer of three tales introduced the major characters 
such as Amir Nasr-E Samani and Roodaki . 
   The writers of the tales described the characters as follows: the happiness of the king and his egoism, the 
impatience of the men of the court due to nostalgia, the soft voice and the expertise of Roodaki in playing music and 
poetry. 
2. The impact of the poets on the kings’ decision making and essential role in the court. In the past 
governmental systems, the number of the poets and their presence in the court was very important .The poets were 
like the advertising media in the hand of the court. The wrote some poems according to the time and situation and 
special events for the king. The major impact of Roodaki in the court of the Samanid and his performance in various 
situations sometimes changed the wrong behaviors and decisions of the court and led to the eternity of the name of 
the Samanid kings.  
3 . Improvisation ( Badihe Gooye ) 
 
   It is a kind of poetry in which a poem is written without thinking and previous planning and preparation for 
appropriate situations and sometimes for testing the capabilities of the poets . Improvisation ( Badihe Sazi or Ertejal 
) which was a strong proof of the poets’ creativity and innovation if accompanied by good wording and novel 
themes would be too important and valuable .( Allameh Homaee ,1988 , 402-403 ) .Moreover , improvisation has 
been the equivalent of Mohazerat in literary books . 
 
   In  improvisation , the poets were to remember a lot of poems so that they may use them in poetry tests when 
necessary . Roodaki , Moezi , and some poets of Khurasanid style were among them . 
 
    Nezamie Aroozi believes that Roodaki was a great poet of improvisation and created a lot of beautiful 
innovations , poetical exciting images , clear and impressive similes and metaphors . He adds that Roodaki had a 
great impact on Nasr Ibne Ahmad and encouraged him to leave Hirat and finally moving to Bokhara .The good 
melody plus music and soft voice has doubled the effectiveness of the poem .  
 
4 .   The role of the poem : Booye Joye Moolian (The sweet fragrance of Moolian brook )in and the formation of 
tales . This poem has always been received and enjoyed  and sometimes sung by many poets , scholars and public 
people from the time of Roodaki . Nezami Aroozi ( 1988 , p.54) says : Nobody has ever answered this elegy ( 
Ghasideh) and freed himself from the constraints .  
       
   The late Forozanfar ( 1990 , p.18) states that : the poetry of Roodaki was premium and natural in the type of 
style  he uses . His style was simple , fascinating , subtle , and at the same time meaningful . 
  
   The writer of Tazkerat-Al Shoara while considers the said poem free from novelty and innovation and being 
simple , describes him as a high ranking poet .( Dowlatshah Samarghandi , 1987 , p. 28 ). 
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   Considering the above statements about the fame and value of Roodaki , we can conclude that the factors 
behind the creation of these tales were : the high status and place of the poet , the inclination of scholars and 
historians toward the personal characteristics and poetry of Roodaki and no more .  
 
5.    Are the said tales about Booye Joye Moolian poem real? 
 
   The late Dr.M.Moeen who did a comprehensive investigation about this question believed that this tale was 
not valid and it was due to some factors as the poetical personality of Roodaki and his status among the other poets 
and the quality of this poem. The summary of his investigation comes as follows : 
 
 “ … Amir Nasr-Ibne Ahmad Samani has visited three place during his reign : in the year 314 H.G a trip to 
Rey , in the year 318 H.G a trip to Hirat and stayed for one day ,and  in the year 320 H.G a trip to Khurassan . 
 
   He continues : so the said tale seems to be fake , but it is a hunch that this king stayed in Kurassan (excluding 
Hirat) for a long time in the time when his brothers were against him . However , if we consider the tale of Nizamie 
Arrozi ( Roodaki wrote his elegy on that occasion in a city of Khurassan) to be true , it proves the statements of 
Abdul Rahman-E  Jami who says : 
 
   It has been stated in history that Nasre-Ibne Ahmad went from Bukhara to Marv and he stayed in that city for a 
long time . Due to his commanders’ concern Roodaki was told to write some encouraging poems about Bukhara 
along with a beautiful melody played by Ood . So , Roodaki sung his poems with Ood when the king was drinking 
his morning wine( Saboohi ) . The king was so excited that departed Bukahar without any stop and in a great hurry ( 
Moeen , The Literary Journal of Tehran University , p . 73 ). 
 
2 . Conclusion   
 
   Regarding the above statements , it can be concluded that the tales related to the poem : “ Booye Jooye 
Moolian “ by Roodaki as stated in biographies , Chahar Maghale , and even in Baharestan by Jami is not so much 
compatible with history , and according to Dr. Moeen seems to be fake .  
    There are some reasons behind creating such tale by short  tale  writers : 
 The success of the poem: Booye Jooye Moolian from the musical, poetical aspects and its simplicity, and 
clarity. 
 The high status of the poet among the other poets of the Samanid court before the Sultan and the people of 
the court. 
 The capability and creativity of the poet in creating exquisite masterpieces in Persian literature and the 
number of his poems. 
 The expertise and skill of Roodaki in musicology, in singing, and playing the Chang which is another 
important factor in creating such tales.  
 The attention and interest of the scholars, historians, writers, and poets to the general and symbolic aspects 
of Roodaki's works seems to be the other basic factor in writing many tales regarding his personality and poetry. For 
instance, Eyn-Ol-Ghozate Hamedani in his work “Letters “when describing the sophists and their poetry and 
pictures his Ayeneh (mirror) theory, mentions the poem of Roodaki as the expression of the atmosphere of the 
occasion when the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was on the shoulder of Abu-Bakr and he sings this poem while 
carrying the prophet off the thorn fields of Mecca to Madinaa .  
 
   So we can conclude that these tales whether true of fake, they express some realities too, the realities that 
originate from the history of far communities.  
   Chahar Maghale and the other two biographies have tried to show their tendencies, the importance of the 
poem: Booye Jooye Moolian , and in the heart and mind of the people of that time, and also the prestige and value of 
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Roodaki in the court and the public people , the impact of his poems in the mind and heart of the ordinary and elite 
class of the society . Actually, they created such tales in order to show the goal, value and impact of such literary 
genre in the history of literature and other sciences as literary criticism, and literary schools. 
   Finally, the said tales have some similarities and differences with contemporary short short stories from the 
view point of form and theme.   
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